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BUILDING

Entry

Main Base - Begin with legs about shoulder width apart, 
knees bent, straight back and hands together with palms up 
and arms at a 90 degree angle. The left hand is under the 
top’s foot.

Side Base - Start standing behind side facing top with hands 
on top’s waist.

Top - Start facing side base with right foot loaded in base’s 
hand. Left hand is on main base’s shoulder and right hand 
is simultaneously holding bracer’s hand and on main base’s 
left shoulder

Middle

Main Base - Dip with legs driving top person up. Once 
above shoulders allow top to turn to the front while turning 
hands to wrist to wrist grip.

Side Base - Throws top from waist then helps support with 
at least one hand under top’s foot. Other hand may be 
under foot or on leg.

Top - Dips and stands to lock out leg, rising to top then 
turning to front. Pushes o! main base’s shoulders while 
maintaining contact with bracer.

Spotter - Lift and throws top person up keeping right 
hand on ankle. Left hand can stay on thigh/seat or move 
elsewhere on leg/ankle.

Exit

Main Base - Dip with legs and drive up, but may not be 
able to go as high as normal due to top needing to maintain 
contact with bracer. Resist and lower top person to load in 
position.

Side Base - Dip with legs and drive up, but may not be able 
to go as high as normal due to top needing to maintain 
contact with bracer. Catch top’s foot high and resist while 
lowering to load in position.

Top - Stay tight, lift up, and bring feet close together. Keep 
tension in legs while being lowered down. Catch base’s 
shoulders as much as possible while maintaining contact 
with bracer, returning to load in position.

Spotter - Help lift when bases dip and drive up. Assist top 
from ankles and/or seat during lowering to load in position.
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Skill: ¼ Twisting Liberty Prep Level with Bracer
Novice SELECT Level 2 BuildingB.7 Supplies / Aids:

Video/Pictures

Equipment Needed:
None Required

Notes:

Safety:

1 The distance/closeness 
between the bases while 
the stunt is up

Bases keep core tight to 
protect lower back

Top needs to stay up 
right - do not lean into 
the bracer

Top needs to keep hip 
lifted

Base keeps elbows 
in to generate a safe 
supportive pillar
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